
Litspiration
Are you finding positivity from
the every day and bringing it into
YOUR every day?

What I mean by the expression
'Staying Lit'.
What it means to you.
You write  your stay lit list.
You make a stay lit commitment.

How are you right now?

If you have downloaded this worksheet
then you are possibly feeling
disconnected or have that sense that
maybe something is missing. 

In this worksheet you dive into:

So what is it?

Staying lit is a connection to well you, it
is the idea of working from the inside
out and looking for what you need from
inside of you without seeking validation
elsewhere.

It is following the path of what is right
for you so you can feel lit in your life. 
 
 

'Yesterday is History,
Tomorrow is a Mystery

but Today is the
Present and that's why

they call it a Gift'



Litspiration
Create a connection to self that
weaves joy into YOUR every 
day. 

It is more than just saying be positive or
hey look on the bright side, because
well sometimes to be able to shine it
means we have to have the
uncomfortable conversations or push
the boundaries of our comfort zones
way more than we could of imagined. 

But on the other side of those
experiences, the rewards at the end
even with the bumps in the road are
worth it because of what you learn
about yourself along the way.   

You create a strong, unapologetic
connection to self that keeps you lit
from the inside out.

Next let's take some time to explore
what it means to you. 

It is remembering that
you are the  star of
your own show...



What does feeling joyful  or lit
look like to you and how does it
impact your life?

Look at the 5 senses to really connect

with the things that light you up. What

does it feel like, how does it make a

difference to your life?

This might be how you nourish your

body with the foods you eat or your

connection to friends and family. It

might be your purpose or your need to

travel and learn.  Take some time and

really consider what makes you feel

good. 

When we find some

joy in small, simple

pleasures not only do

they fuel our growth

but it makes even the

sometimes mundane

things less of a chore

and the big stuff well

that's a reward in

itself.

Stay Lit 



Let's get Lit
Write Your Stay Lit list 

It is time to list all the things, if you are

in need of some litspiration, here are

some of mine.

A quiet cup of tea

Hot baths

Wild swimming

Singing loudly in the car

Thunderstorms

Rain

The colour yellow

Hiking

Yoga

Time with friends

Hugs

Books

Playing cards

A glass of wine

and so much more...



Let's get Lit
Making a commitment 

Okay so you made a list, take a look

and see which of those things you are

doing. Can you bring more of the small

stuff into your every day?

If you are struggling to find the small

stuff, start with keeping a gratitude

journal that asks you to direct your

energy to look at each day to find what

you felt grateful for or indeed what

made you smile.  

Set an objective for the next 4 weeks,

start with the small stuff and see where

it takes you. 

There is nothing

more powerful than

a mind made up...

DECIDE


